DR 10
Easy Diet™

ANALYSIS IN POLE POSITION
3 TIMES FASTER THAT ANY TRADITIONAL SYSTEM.

PATENTED AUTOMATIC ANALYZER
FOR MEASURING THE CONCENTRATION
OF DIET, FLAVORED AND ENERGY DRINKS.

This project, developed by combining the
most up-to-date technology with the tried
and tested experience gained by Maselli
over the years has revolutionized labora-
tory measurements of diet drinks. A single
analyzer replaces HPLC units, spectro-
photometers, titrators and other manual
systems and methods for measuring the
concentration of drinks. The DR10 indi-
cates the concentration in %STANDARD,
in equivalent "Total Acidity", Brix and RD
(refractometric degree). It is simple and
easy to use, thanks to the system being
completely automated; this means no
sample preparation or skilled operators
are needed.

EASY DIET™ MASELLI IS:
• Fast; analysis values ready in
  just 5 minutes.
• Easy; no sample preparation
  or skilled operators required.
• Automatic; simply pour the
  sample into the beaker and
  press start.
• Safe; no chemical reagents
  needed.
• Accurate; ±0.5% of the measured
  value.
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